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Recently the theoretical community has displayed
a flurry of interest in suffix arrays, and compressed
suffix arrays. New, asymptotically optimal algo-
rithms for construction, search, and compression of
suffix arrays have been proposed. In this talk we
will present our investigations into the practicalities of
these latest developments. In particular, we investi-
gate whether suffix arrays can indeed replace inverted
files, as suggested in recent literature on suffix arrays.
Background
In 1990 Manber & Myers proposed suffix arrays as a
space-saving alternative to suffix trees and described
the first algorithms for suffix array construction and
use (Manber & Myers 1990, Manber & Myers 1993).
It has since been shown that any problem whose so-
lution can be computed using suffix trees is solvable
with the same asymptotic complexity using suffix ar-
rays (Abouelhoda, Kurtz & Ohlebusch 2004). In ad-
dition, suffix arrays use much less memory than suffix
trees, even less when they are compressed (Ferragina
& Manzini 2000, Sadakane 2002, Grossi, Vitter &
Gupta 2004, Puglisi, Turpin & Smyth 2005a, Ma¨kinen
& Navarro 2005).
It has recently been shown that given an n charac-
ter text T and its corresponding suffix array S, with
some preprocessing and auxiliary information, it is
possible to search for an arbitrary m character pat-
tern P in T using only O(m) time (Sim, Kim, Park
& Park 2003). This is superior to non-index based
string matching algorithms like that of Knuth, Mor-
ris & Pratt (1977) and Boyer & Moore (1977) which
are linear in both the pattern and text length, requir-
ing O(m + n) time to find P in T . In conjunction
with these time-efficient searching algorithms, time-
efficient construction algorithms have also been de-
veloped that require only O(n) time to construct the
suffix array on an n character text (Puglisi, Turpin &
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Smyth 2005b).
Subsequent research on compressed suffix arrays
(Sadakane 2000, Ma¨kinen 2000, Grossi & Vitter n.d.)
and similar structures has revealed that self-indexing
structures are possible, which can search for and re-
port matches without the need for the original text
to be stored (Ma¨kinen & Navarro 2004, Ferragina &
Manzini 2000, Ferragina & Manzini 2001, Navarro
2004, Grossi et al. 2004). These structures typically
require about 30% of the space of the text, and so
double as a compression scheme as the original text
can be discarded. Search times remain linear in the
length of the pattern (assuming a fixed alphabet, such
as ASCII).
While a great deal of effort has been expended in
making suffix arrays smaller, there is still a funda-
mental problem with their scalability. When search-
ing for a pattern P of length m, one must perform
m non-sequential accesses into the suffix array, and
m non-sequential access into the text. If the suffix
array is on disk, this equates to 2m seek operations,
which, for anything but small patterns (of the order of
5 characters), limits the technology to a small num-
ber of simultaneous users, or small texts that fit in
RAM. Even the compressed, self-indexing suffix ar-
ray of Grossi et al. (2004), which does not require
access to the text, requires O(m + log n) seeks into
the structure itself.
Because of the non-sequential access patterns ex-
hibited by current suffix array algorithms, all pa-
pers experimenting with such algorithms assume that
their structures can fit in memory. This seems to
contradict bold claims that suffix arrays are an im-
portant technology for searching the World Wide
Web, and even large genomic databases (Sadakane
& Shibuya 2001, Grossi et al. 2004).
The inverted file, on the other hand, is a data
structure that has been adopted by the Web search
engine community, and handles data on external stor-
age (Witten, Moffat & Bell 1999). Inverted files
have been specifically engineered to scale well, and
to minimise the number of expensive disk opera-
tions required to find a pattern in a text (Zobel &
Moffat n.d.). However, the form of the pattern is re-
stricted. With an inverted file, the form of the pattern
must be set prior to index construction. Typically
a word is chosen as the unit of indexing, restricting
pattern search to words, prefixes of words, or combi-
nations of words (phrases).
In this talk we will report on experiments with
inverted files in direct competition to suffix arrays:
that is, all data is in RAM, and arbitrary patterns
are the target of the search.
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